Present: EH, GS, CR, BD, DB

1. Puerto Rican Solidarity Meeting - Feb. 19th
   a. calling to ask for endorsement, contribution, ticket sales
      - DuSable Museum and Dennis Brutus - EH
      - Working Peoples' Health Clinic - CS
      - CALC - BD
   b. tickets (15) to be sold; available from CS - $2.50 each since more than 10
      c. contribution of $20. will be paid

2. Liberation movements
   a. FREIMO's 3rd party congress, Feb. 3-7. Cablegram to solidarity to be sent by CS
   B. MPLA, Feb. 4th anniversary of armed struggle. Cablegram to be sent by CS.
   c. ZANU - clothes and medicine being sent via Norfolk - arranged by EH.

3. Carole Collins: no visa yet, requested money be sent to Dar; but Bob van Lierop doubts any visa action since Party Congress in session - advise her to continue trip, forget about Mozambique.

4. Financial report
   $288.32 - current account
   $277.48 - savings account
   $525.87
   ½ People asked to pay up pledges.

5. Sikose Mji's expenses
   - agreed to give AFSC $25 toward her Detroit-Chicago travel ($50)

6. Tapson Mawere's visit - evaluation
   - turnout good, considering limited publicity
   - some new people - from Lutherans, AFSC
   - some disappointment with cautious manner, extremely short answers to questions, "boring"
   - CCLAMG should have had good questions ready, especially with Spartacists dominating.
   - media: Bilalian News and Ebony; PUSI - only 7 minutes, content good, but no further reference. On radio
   - AFSC seminar - good.

7. Sikose Mji's visit: some new contacts - Lutheran Campus ministry; Chrysalis Learning Center
   - very effective
   - media: WBBM, Daily News, Bilalian News
   - she is going to Brussels to study agronomy.

8. "O Povo Organizado"
   - two nights, 30-50 each night; also shown at Valparaiso, UICC.
   - media: Bilalian News
   - some new contacts, mostly "weird"
   - film is better second time; discussion guide to be available soon
   - purchase film? - think about it. Propose a 2-week showing project to Chicago Coalition as way to raise the price of purchase.
Angola Slide Show (45 minutes)
--has not yet had a public showing. Will show it at NwRC first, so we can all see it (CS to arrange with Steering Comm.) Volington Avenue Church?

10. "Southern Africa - The Imprisoned Society" photos
--CR to explore mounting them; need to select out from the 78
--possible exhibit at St. James Cathedral (contact: Deacon Bruce Sylvester)...
or other places.
--maybe Frank could add some other pictures from Chicago, liberation support, etc.

11. Teachers Institute
--sponsored by DuSable Museum and Northwestern U.
--arty, cultural focus...on Africa in general.
--CCLMG could assist, suggest ideas; DB to make contacts.

12. Advance: Feb. 27th (Sunday) 10-6 perhaps at St. Stephens, 4745 S. Ellis
--content: political directions, points of unity, personal sharing, etc.
--planning committee: CS, CR.
--members to study documents beforehand.
--concern for black/white relationships.
--what kind of work? why? prioritizing - should all be concerns
--contact Jeff (BD) and Mark (DB)

13. National Coalition for the Liberation of Southern Africa
--request for funds presented by BD, CS; to be on agenda next time - in terms of:
  1) funds CCLMG can provide? (.100? .250? .500?) Timetable?
  2) nominees for position?
  3) other funding sources?

14. South African poets (Ilva Mackay and James Mathews)
--NwRC program on Feb. 12th: Dennis Brutus, Michael Ware and others will read; Jandile Kuse, Deb Brewster will read

--CCLMG will endorse it; invitational cards to be sent to selected persons by EH and DB
--should improve decor of NwRC, highlight poetry books, possible refreshments.

15. Chicago Coalition on Southern Africa
--report by Bud and EH on 1/25/77 meeting:
  a) provisional points of unity adopted
  b) structural guidelines adopted
  c) next meeting to actually form coalition of members, adoption of points of unity, selection of steering committee, and hearing of project proposals, to be submitted in writing
--discussion of 5th point of unity
--approved points of unity, dues, membership, and BD as official representative

Next meeting: Feb. 9th at EH's